Design of anti-BVDV drug based on common chemical features, their interaction, and scaffolds of TLR8 agonists.
In the absence of an experimental bTLR8 structure, recent studies have called attention to the fact that bTLR8 can also be activated by hTLR7/hTLR8 agonist, such as antiviral imidazoquinoline derivatives of resiquimod (R848) and imiquimod (R837) as well as some guanine nucleotide analogs with a scaffold structure related to the nucleic acids of ssRNA virus. In particular, the known small agonists (namely CL075, CL097 and R848) have been targeted to determine distinguishable deciding factors in complex with dimeric bTLR8-ECDs in comparison to ligand-induced activated hTLR8-ECDs. According to basic knowledge, the deciding eligibility criteria can be subsequently applied in our bTLR8 model to characterize the 3D-arrangement of chemical features (pharmacophore) and to investigate the distinct restrictions affecting species-specificity on dual TLR7/TLR8 small agonists suggested in previous works. Despite the lack of extensive structural biology studies regarding the interaction of bTLR8-ECDs with the agonists, our complex models of bTLR8-ECDs and the known agonists were applied to identify the deciding factors required for the interactions from agonist-based and (bTLR8-agonist complexes) structure-based pharmacophores. These pharmacophore constraints impose their essential chemical features to active bTLR8 receptors. The characterized pharmacophores all were employed in the virtual screening of candidates with a further acting factor of calf immune enhancer. Two hits were suggested as satisfying all decision factors to identify a potent bTLR8-specific agent with novel scaffolds dissimilar to imidazoquinoline analogues lacking overall homogeneity.